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1. Introduction
This report provides an evaluation of Abram Wilson Foundation’s Music Education Programme in
2019.

2. The Need
The creative industry is thriving. It has the most jobs and has seen the largest increase in the
sector, 31%, in the number of jobs since 2011; employment in the music industry reached its
highest in 2018.i,ii In the future while many current jobs are likely to become automatediii, the
creative industries are likely to be largely resilient.
However these jobs are not distributed equally across the population; 95% of workers in London
in the creative industry come from advantaged backgrounds and those from diverse backgrounds
constitute only 23% of the workforceiv. The education system is not providing enough
opportunities for students to develop their creativityv. The Edge Foundation noted that, “Jobs of
the future will require a new set of skills, with a particular focus on creativity and soft skills, skills
which are not given enough time or priority within our current academic system. Young people
repeatedly tell us that they lack the skills, experience and confidence that they believe employers
are looking for.”
Furthermore, evidence from Arts Council England suggests that participation in the arts correlates
with higher academic success and positive later-life outcomes more broadly.vi
The strongest positive correlation regarding engagement with the arts by children and young
people, is parental socio-economic background and circumstances. Children from higher socioeconomic backgrounds are more likely to participate in arts activities, to play an instrument,
receive tuition and take music exams than those from lower socio-economic backgrounds.
Children with parents who have a degree, are more likely to spend longer during the week on
cultural activities. vii
Students from lower socio-economic backgrounds are less likely to take arts and music
qualifications at both GCSE and A-levels. viii,ix Twice as many students in wealthier areas, in 2017,
took music as an A-level compared with those in less affluent areas. Students living in areas of
highest deprivation are also less likely to be offered the opportunity to study A-levels in arts
subjects; 64% of schools in areas of least deprivation provide music at A-level, but only 14% of
schools do so in areas of highest deprivation. 4
Without arts programmes connected to schools, vulnerable pupils are deprived the opportunity to
develop creative skills as well as essential transferable skills due to various challenges going on at
home. As a 2015 report by Warwick University called ‘Enriching Britain: Creativity, Culture and
Growth’x rightly states, “the goal is to ensure that those creative and cultural experiences and
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capabilities that are increasingly being limited to the wealthiest and least representative groups
are also made available to all.”
The Abram Wilson Foundation’s Achieve Your Greatness programme is our response to the
average 8% budget cut in schools and the increasing pressure on schools to focus on attainment,
plus the introduction of the EBacc which contains no arts subjects. These changes to our
education system have seen the arts being gradually squeezed out of the curriculum and as part
of extra-curricular activities. Our aim is to help solve this problem by going into schools in areas
with high levels of deprivation and delivering a free programme for their students. As well as
creative workshops, we’re enabling participants to increase their cultural capital with access to
local cultural venues and to work with incredible, inspiring artists and positive role models with
whom they might not otherwise cross paths .
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3. Programme Overview
Achieve Your Greatness
•
•

•

Achieve Your Greatness is a multi-arts programme for 8-12 year olds involving music,
drama, and creative song writing.
The programme begins with an assembly to the wider school with performances from
the artists who are leading the workshops, to provide inspiration and examples of
creative careers to students.
This programme also includes a Cultural Capital visit or experience.

The Achieve Your Greatness programme took place in eight schools in 2019 as follows:
School
No. of
Total
Cultural Capital visit
students
hours of
delivery
Four Dwellings Academy,
29
21
A cultural visit to the Town Hall
Birmingham
Symphony Hall to watch a concert of
renowned cellist Sheku Kanneh Mason
Nelson Primary School,
32
20
A performance by Reuban James, jazz
Birmingham
pianist and keys player to Sam Smith.
Mossbourne Parkside
30
27
Cultural Capital visit to Hackney Empire
Academy, Hackney
Theatre including a backstage tour of the
theatre, career talk from theatre staff
and workshops in rehearsal spaces
Nightingale Primary
30
20
Cultural Capital visit to Hackney Empire
School,
Theatre including a backstage tour of the
Hackney *
theatre, career talk from theatre staff
and workshops in rehearsal spaces
Mossbourne Community
27
17
Cultural Capital visit planned for February
Academy,
2020
Hackney *
Foxfield Primary School,
26
14
Cultural Capital visit planned for February
Greenwich *
2020
Plumcroft Primary
16
13
Cultural Capital visit planned for February
School,
2020
Greenwich *
Thomas Fairchild
30
15
Cultural Capital visit to Hackney Empire
Community School,
Theatre planned for February 2020
Hackney *
TOTAL
220
148
*The cultural capital and/or follow up workshops for these schools are scheduled for Spring Term 2020
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Key outputs of the Music Education Programme.
•
•
•

A total of 220 young people took part in the programmes, aged 8-12 years.
Over 1900 students were reached through performances.
A total of 148 hours of workshops were delivered.
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4. Aims and Outcomes
The report contains progress towards our key aims as follows:
Improving access to music and the performing arts for disadvantaged young people and
their communities
Increasing enjoyment of music and the performing arts
Improving knowledge and skills in music and the performing arts
Improving transferable life skills of creativity, collaboration, and communication
Improving wellbeing, social inclusion and social skills.
Sustaining progress through professional development.
These outcomes were assessed through baseline data provided from schools; questionnaires from
participants, workshop leaders and teachers; and supplemented through interviews. Additionally
parents attending any performances were asked for feedback. Please note that all names have
been changed to protect participants’ anonymity.

4.1 Improving access to music and the performing arts for disadvantaged young people
and their communities
One of the primary aims of AWF’s programmes is to improve access to music and the performing
arts for disadvantaged young people and their communities.
Analysis of the data collected about the 2261 young people invited to the 2019 programme
revealed that:
• Nearly three-quarters (74%) were on Pupil Premiums/Free School Meals (target 60%)
• 81% were from Black and Minority Ethnic backgrounds (target 60%)
• 23% had Special Educational Needs (SEN) or a disability (target 15%)
A breakdown of the SEN is outlined below, where this information was provided.
Table 1: Special Educational Needs of the young people.
Special Educational Need
ASD
ADHD
Global Development Delay
Hearing impairment
Learning difficulty
Visually impaired
Sensory need
Speech, language and communication
Social, Emotional and Mental Health

Percentage (n=41)
17%
12%
2%
2%
17%
5%
2%
24%
10%

Baseline data is based on 226 young people. 6 young people were unable to take part due to absence. Evaluation and
completion data is based on 220 young people.
1
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Additionally, teachers were asked to provide further background information on the students
selected to take part in the AWF programmes. Analysis of this data revealed that the young
people were often living in extremely challenging situations or facing severe disadvantage 2.
Over one in three (38%) of those invited to the project were facing particularly challenging
situations at home; these included bereavement, domestic violence, neglect, a parent being
physically or mentally ill, being a young carer, a sibling behaviour concern/SEN, extreme poverty,
lack of support for learning, or circumstances meaning that there were limited opportunities for
those young people to engage in the arts. A further four students (2%) had limited opportunities
to participate in the arts due to medical needs.
A very high proportion of young people, 60%, were suffering from low well-being, including low
confidence, anxiety, low self-esteem or low resilience. Teachers also identified particular academic
struggles or undiagnosed learning difficulties with some young people (4%) and a further 2%
particularly struggled to engage with the arts.
Teachers also commented on difficulties with social inclusion through social relationships,
behaviour and attendance in a third (33%) of students.

If students were experiencing more than one challenge, both were counted separately in different categories. All
percentages are based on total number of students = 226.
2
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4.2 Increased enjoyment of music and the performing arts
Young people were asked to assess whether they had increased their enjoyment on a number of
music and performing arts measures, since participating in the project.

67% of young people reported that they enjoyed music and performing arts more than at the
start of the programme.
I most enjoyed listening to the music
I liked the music and singing my heart out
I enjoyed the time when we created a blues song by making our own lyrics
A breakdown of the different measures is shown in figure 1.
Figure 1: Percentage of young people who rated their enjoyment of music and performing arts as
having increased since starting the project (n=193-196)3

I enjoy more than before...
WRITING STORIES, SONG LYRICS OR POEMS

72%

PLAYING AN INSTRUMENT OR SINGING

65%

LISTENING TO MUSIC

65%

ACTING

66%

Furthermore, since joining the programme, 64% (n=179) were planning to join an after-school /
out-of-school arts activity4.
Teachers also remarked on how much the students enjoyed the workshops; how workshops had
created or renewed a love of music and the arts; how some students were sharing workshop
activities with other students who weren’t part of the workshops; and how some had made
comments about how they would like to do more arts in the future.
More than before’ or ’Better than before’ on all questions includes those who answered ‘A lot more/better’ or ‘A bit
more/better.’
4 Answered ‘yes’ or ‘maybe’ to planning to join an after-school / out-of-school arts activities. This figure does not
include those who were ‘already doing this’ which was 7%, or don’t know which was 11% (n=179).
3
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Loved it. Best week of his school life so far.
He loved it. He said he wants to go to art school.
Follow up questionnaires suggest that increased enjoyment of music was sustained at follow up
(between 4-8 months later), with 59% of participants saying they enjoyed art/drama/music
lessons more before they participated in any of the workshops. 32% said they took part in more
after school/ out of school clubs than before (n=63-64).

4.3 Improved knowledge and skills in music and the performing arts
Analysis of the average score from self-assessments from young people on their ability in singing,
acting and creative writing (n= 192-194) revealed that the AYG helped to improve these skills in

68% of participants
A breakdown of this into the different artistic areas is shown in Figure 2 below.
Figure 2: Percentage of young people who rated their ability in music and performing arts as
having increased since starting the project

I'm better at than before...
SINGING SOFTLY AND LOUDLY
WRITING SONG LYRICS OR POEMS
PLAYING AN INSTRUMENT
ACTING
CLAP IN RHYTHM

68%
72%
66%
69%
66%
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I got to listen to music and how to make and identify music
I improved my singing!
I enjoyed Arthur teaching me how to play drums

Teachers and workshop leaders particularly noticed the achievements in literacy through song
writing
Amazing literacy shift from someone considered to be poor at writing and reading.
Shared knowledge of blues music with other year groups and now lists composing lyrics as an
interest
He has a low level of literacy and struggles to express himself verbally but he played a full part and
had the confidence to share his creativity.
Parents attending a sharing of the participants work at the end of the project also commented on
the progress made
Was able to play new instrument, piano and write and sing own song.
To achieve that in two days was fantastic!
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4.4 Improved transferable life skills
Analysis of the average score from self-assessments from young people; workshop leaders; and
teachers (n= 182-198) were triangulated and revealed that AYG helped to improve essential skills
above our targets (target 60%) in all areas assessed.
•

Collaboration skills in 82% of participants

•

Communication skills in 83% of participants

•

Creativity skills in 84% of participants

The young people worked collaboratively to write new song lyrics and they were able to identify
the skills that this developed. Many commented on how they liked working as a team; the
communication skills that they developed; and how they felt creative through song writing and
improvisations.

I enjoyed working as a team
Making songs in a group; it gives me
more confident cooperating
Working together and listening to
people's ideas and thoughts
I enjoyed making original pieces
I enjoyed creating my own songs
because you can make them your way
without having to get ideas from actual
songs
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Teachers also commented on a number of changes that they had noticed in the students since
participating in the workshops in these key skills.
Finds it hard to work in a team without dominating it usually. This week she has listened.
She is using her words! Last day she went into the circle for the game. Wouldn't before.
Doesn't talk to male staff. Is now!
Opted to choreograph moves for musical, has not put themselves forward for this role before
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4.5 Improving wellbeing, social inclusion and social skills.
The project aims to enable young people to flourish both at school and in their lives more
generally, by improving their wellbeing and their social inclusion.
Young people improve their wellbeing
Our target is to improve confidence in 65% of participants.
The AYG and Future Sound projects improved confidence in 88% of participants, based on
analysis of the average score from self-assessments from young people; workshop leaders; and
teachers (n=182-203). Increased confidence was commented on by students, workshop leader
and teachers as dramatically increasing for a large number of students. Teachers also noticed how
it positively impacted on some children’s anxiety, how children were showing more confidence in
musical activities and how many students were participating in class more than before.
She suffered from anxiety and low self esteem. Seems like a new girl!
Class teacher said she is putting her hand up in class now
Achieved leading role in musical, not put themselves forward for this previously.
She was bullied in the past, she is now happy to stand up in front of peers and talk.
Class teacher said you have unleashed a beast. Now she has found her voice she won't stop
talking!
Parents also commented on changes to confidence they had not seen their child do before
Stand up in front of everyone.
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Additionally, 64% of young people felt more positive about their life generally since taking part in
the project.
At follow up, 70% of participants, still felt that their confidence had improved, 63% felt more
positive about their life and many of the comments given by Achieve Your Greatness participants
commented on increased confidence.

When we were performing Tara told me I can do it and not to be nervous
What I enjoyed was being around different people and getting confident
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Young people improve their social inclusion
Over half of young people, 55%, felt happier at school after taking part on the project (n=190193). A similar percentage, 56% felt that they had more friends after the project, which was
sustained at follow up by 65% feeling they had more friends, this may have increased as the
project supported more friendships to develop or it may be due to reduced numbers reported in
follow up. (n=63)
I most enjoyed working with people I usually wouldn't
I enjoyed how I made new friends with people I was scared to talk to
Feedback from workshop leaders and teachers suggests that they had seen improvements in the
vast majority of young people’s social skills at 87% (n = 182-191).
Teachers also commented on how the workshops had helped with some students attendance at
school
He has poor attendance. Has been in school and on time every day this week.
After 4-8 months, 67% of participants felt that they worked harder than before they participated
in the workshops and 57% felt that they did better (n=63-64).
Furthermore nearly three quarters of participants in year 5 or 6 , 74% felt more positive about
going to secondary school
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Case Study
Jay* is a pupil in Year 4. Jay is a very able and articulate pupil but has struggled with
behaviour. He has an educational health care plan with a focus on social, emotional and
mental health needs. In the past Jay has worked with the local Learning Services as well as
behaviour support. He has a strong interest in music and enjoys the playing the piano and
composing his own ideas, even though he has no formal training and no access to the
instrument at home. Although his very challenging behaviour has improved in the last year or
so, he still finds it hard to maintain his behaviour throughout a day and will often take himself
out of class if he does not want to join in the class work.
From the initial assembly, right until the end of the workshop, Jay played a full part in the
whole programme. He was pleased to have been chosen for something special and very much
enjoyed hearing the practitioners share their talents. He made frequent contributions to the
discussion activities, often making thoughtful and well-considered remarks. He was
enthusiastic and positive about all the tasks presented and he enjoyed working with all three
practitioners, showing respect and interest in what they had to share. Jay enjoyed working
creatively and was keen to share his ideas and perform in front of the group. He worked well
with his peers in the group activities, listening to the ideas of others as well as presenting his
own.
Since the workshops, Jay has shown a positive attitude in school and it is hoped that this in
continued. He volunteered to take a leadership role in singing assembly.
Achieve Your Greatness has been a fantastic opportunity for Jay. He has been able to share
and develop creativity, show consistently positive engagement and resilience within a learning
situation, build his confidence and self-esteem and interact positively with his peers and adults.
It has also been pleasing that he has been able to see that a career in the arts or cultural sector
is something that is a realistic goal for him and the three workshop leaders were ideal role
models in that respect. As a school we are capitalising on this positive experience for Jay in
order for him to have high aspirations to use his considerable ability.
*The student’s name has been changed to protect confidentiality
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4.6 Sustaining progress through professional development
Sustainability of the programme is supported by training school teachers to incorporate more arts
and creativity into their teaching and by training artists as workshop leaders to enable them to
pass on their skills to the next generation.
Teachers
As part of this programme seven class teachers were upskilled, by attending and participating in
the AYG and programmes and then assessing the progress of each student at the end of the
project.
Experiences such as this do have a huge impact on how we as adults educate young people, as it
encourages us to be creative and open-minded and not be afraid to try new things when teaching
the curriculum. It is clearly evident from the way children engage with workshops such as this, that
promoting learning which is creative, interactive and engaging will invariably encourage and foster
the very best learning from children. It is also important to see how young people grow in
confidence as a result of experiences such as these and see the broader impact this confidence has
on their approach to other areas of their education. The skills learnt in these workshops are so
applicable to all areas of learning, teaching collaboration, problem-solving, flexible thinking and
finding humour and it has been a pleasure to see many of our young people using these newly
developed skills back in our school setting.
Madeleine McGinty, Teacher at Nightingale Primary School (July 2019)
I sat in the workshop today and I was watching the children and for some of them, I was having a
thought that actually, this is how you need to learn all of the time. It’s given me inspiration as a
school leader to think about
how we can bring those
elements into our classrooms
and perhaps learning in
different spaces or in different
ways sometimes. Why are we
always sitting there with a
book and a pencil when we can
be working collaboratively? I
know from the Education
Endowment Foundation that
collaborative learning is one of
the things that they say gives
the biggest gains academically.
If you can teach children how to collaborate then you are setting them up with a skill for life. If we
could bring that into our classrooms here that would benefit them hugely.
Abigail Hopper, Headteacher, Nightingale Primary School
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Workshop leaders
Thirteen workshop leaders were upskilled in 2019 to teach their musical and artistic skills to young
people. Workshop leaders were asked to assess whether they had improved their confidence in a
number of key skills needed to plan and deliver workshops. As shown in table 2 below, all
workshop leaders were upskilled on at least four measures , namely designing and structuring
workshop sessions; adapting ideas to fit the group; teaching new skills in fun and imaginative
ways and tailoring ideas under time constraints.
Table 2: Workshop Leaders feedback on their development
a lot
I am confident…
more
combining disciplines when teaching
38%
designing and structuring workshop sessions
43%
adapting my ideas to fit the group
43%
explaining activities to a group
30%
teaching new skills in fun and imaginative ways
50%
planning and preparing to deliver a workshop
on my own
30%
working with others to design and plan a
workshop programme
50%
time management when leading a workshop
44%
changing and tailoring ideas even when I don’t
have much time to think about it
40%

a bit
more
50%
57%
57%
60%
50%

no
change
13%
0%
0%
10%
0%

No. of
responses

40%

30%

10

40%
33%

10%
22%

10
9

60%

0%

10

8
7
7
10
10

Workshop leaders commented on the different aspects they had developed from planning and
particularly noted the value of learning from the inherent peer network.
I have learnt from different workshop
leaders throughout workshops (e.g.
different leader styles, activities, games,
musical content) and gained huge amounts
from building my own practice and feeling
supported by my team both in planning
sessions and in delivery of workshops.
Great to work with different workshop
leaders and see how they teach. It's a great
way to learn more about yourself and
improve your own workshop delivery skills.
I have enjoyed working with and learning from fellow workshop leaders which has extended my practice as
a musician and a workshop leader.
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5. Programme Delivery
5.1

Young people’s feedback

What they liked
Feedback from the majority of the young people taking part in the programmes was extremely
positive.
I loved this workshop because it's awesome and it encourages people here! Especially every
teacher in this workshop!
I liked the music and singing my heart out!
I loved the workshop!
Students were asked to highlight what they most enjoyed about the course; most commented on
the team and rhythm games (30%), followed by singing (24%); and song writing (17%) (n=172).
I enjoyed creating my own songs because you can make them your way without having to get
ideas from actual songs
Singing as a group
I enjoyed that we got to make our own rap
I most enjoyed how we played lots of games and when we were creating songs/music. It was very
interesting and a great experience.
The inspiration of hearing the professional artists play, and talk about how they became
musicians, was also commented on as a highlight by a number of the young people.
When the leaders performed
David when he played the piano. While Giacomo played the clarinet
Suggestions for improvement
When asked what they would improve, most students (61%) said that nothing could be improved.
Some students commented on the contribution of students in the group whereas others reflected
on their own contribution and how they could have improved.
I could improve, taking part in things a bit more.
I could improve on being more enthusiastic and less shy
Other suggestions for improvement were more time, using different songs or a different genre,
playing more games, and incorporating more dance and drama.
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5.2

Workshop leaders’ feedback

100% of workshop leaders felt their experience of delivering the workshops was very positive.
I spent a lovely time with my team and the activities were without any doubt successful. Everyone
was engaged, from the children to the staff!
I have really enjoyed delivering the most recent AYG workshops alongside my colleagues and found
working with the participants to be very engaging and rewarding. The team worked very well
together, the dynamic was a very comfortable one and it felt as though we were able to negotiate
all of the challenges well whilst still delivering a well-paced workshop with plenty of content and
momentum.
I felt really supported by AWF in terms of knowing where to go, what to expect, times, age group,
etc. All great!
Planning
Structure: Workshop leaders fed back that the in person planning sessions were useful. A
suggestion for improvement from the Spring Term evaluation was that more pre-planning, before
the in-person planning session would be useful.
Maybe a small group of people pre-decide the programme, send it out to the leaders and then the
group come together to tweak/ add. I think the current arrangement is a bit loose and wastes time.
This was trialled in the Autumn term, where some workshop leaders took responsibility for preplanning. Feedback on this was positive, with a further suggestion to ensure pre-planning is
balanced with collaboration.
I think this worked quite well, it gave us a foundation for the knowledge.
I think the planning session was good though perhaps it could have been more collaborative with
the other tutors.
Timing: There was also a suggestion that the date of planning sessions is scheduled closer to the
workshop delivery date.
Delivery of workshops
Number of workshop leaders and active participation of teachers: Workshop leaders fed back in
the Spring Term evaluation that four workshop leaders per workshop felt too many; three
workshop leaders per school were thus trialled for the Autumn Term. Autumn Term evaluation
showed this to be a positive change. Workshop leaders commented on the difference an active
teacher made to the effectiveness of the workshop.
22

I found that three workshop leaders work really well as a format.
The streamlined, smaller team, was much more efficient in delivering a calm and focused day for
the students.
The session at XXX school worked well with the number of workshop leaders we had, but we
could've done with an extra tutor at XXX school, especially as the teacher did not participate.
SEN: Workshop leaders fed back that it would be useful to be briefed by teachers before the
workshop starts on SEN or particular needs the students currently have in order to support the
students more effectively, as this information is currently given anonymously for baseline data.
Space and facilities: The space and equipment was identified by workshop leaders as important,
including breakout spaces and a good quality keyboard or piano.
Training
Many of the workshop leaders felt that they would benefit from Special Educational Needs
training. Communication, poetry therapy, and game and activity sharing, were also suggested as
training ideas.
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5.2

Teachers feedback

Teachers provided feedback on their perspective of the programme
The work that AWF is invaluable. By giving students who are often at a pastoral and or academic
disadvantage an opportunity to be heard and seen in a positive context, it allows them to build
self-esteem and focus. To be inspired and to aspire. I now see some of the students from our school
in new light; but also I've seen some of our students see themselves in a newer, better, brighter
light
Hugh Blackwood, Head of Drama
Four Dwellings Academy
I would like to thank you so much for the amazing workshops. The children really enjoyed them.
There was a real sense of professionality at all times, and passion for the project through your
staff, and their interactions with our students.
Claire Redmond-Dawes, Assistant Headteacher
Nelson Primary School
The programme was exceptional all-round, but there were two elements of the workshops that I
was particularly impressed with. Firstly the quality of the workshop leaders and mentors; their own
musical talent was evidently prodigious (much to the children’s awe), but more than that – I found
them to be both inspiring and kind. They guided the children in valuable, meaningful activities,
while simultaneously showing the infectious enthusiasm that made the workshops so popular for
our children. Secondly, I though the active nature of the workshops was well suited to our children,
and I was struck by the way the workshop leaders tailored the activities to suit the needs and
learning styles of our children.
Many of the children who participated have shown a marked increase in their confidence in class,
and their willingness to speak their mind. We have found that many of the participants have a
higher opinion of themselves, and are more resistant to adversity in their day-to-day experiences.
Unsurprisingly, all the children who participated are now considerably more interested in music
and the dramatic arts than they were – it’s been wonderful to see them take this passion and
inspire their friends and teachers.
Confidence…has been the most notable; some of our children were very reluctant to speak in class
or to actively make new friends, and the workshops have helped many of them to find their voice
and enjoy speaking in front of others. We’d very much like to host the AWF again to continue this
work.
Alex Lee, Vice Principal
Mossbourne Parkside Academy
The experience of taking part in the Achieve Your Greatness workshops has been a very positive
one for Thomas Fairchild School. From the very start when Arji and Nina demonstrated their
talents in assembly they created a real buzz in the school - not just among the children taking part
in the workshops but in the school community at large. The three workshop leaders, Arji, Nina and
24

David, quickly understood how to work with the children and through a fun but gentle approach,
nurtured their confidence and creativity. Children who had previously found literacy a challenge
were able to express their ideas through poetry, song writing and rap and the vast majority of the
children felt comfortable to perform in front of their peers.
Owain Jones, Leader of Learning - Music & English
Soaring Skies Federation
Suggestions for improvement
Time - The main suggestion for improvement was for more time / more workshops
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6. Conclusion and Recommendations
6.1 Conclusion
The results of this evaluation show that the Music Education Programme, is achieving its aims
well.
The programme is improving access to music and performing arts; exceeding its targets for
engaging students on Pupil Premium, those from diverse backgrounds and Special Educational
Needs, at 74%, 81% and 23% respectively. These are groups which are under-represented in, and
encounter relative barriers to accessing, the arts.
The programme has an inspirational effect with more students enjoying music than before they
started it and more wanting to get further involved in the arts. It also supported students to feel
that they had developed their skills in the arts, which supports their self-efficacy and their
perception of their likely success in the arts in the future.
Similarly transferable skills of collaboration, communication and creativity showed great
development, assessed by the young people, their teachers and their workshop leaders; these are
key skills that will equip them for the future. Young people’s wellbeing also appeared to be
improved by participating in the programme, particularly improving confidence, and participation
in class after the programme. Social inclusion also improved through making friends, and
increasing social skills, which is particularly key in the transition period to secondary school.
The regular evaluation process with young people, workshop leaders and teachers, reviewing the
structure and delivery of the programme has enabled the programme to continually improve.

6.1 Recommendations
The consistent positive results of AWF’s Music Education Programme, both from this evaluation
report and the preceding 2018 evaluation report, endorses the continuation of this programme.
Further recommendations for change are:
Ensure that each school partner is fully committed to the project, including HR and
resources, and to brief workshop leaders on any particular needs of students.
Provide further training for Workshop Leaders to support their continual development.
Consider a longer duration of projects.
Continue evaluating the project allowing it to continue to develop and improve.
Review additional outcome measures that have the most impact for young people and the
measurement of these using validated tools.
Undertake further qualitative evaluation to further validate the results and to establish
causes for the student’s progress, in order that key success criteria are identified to
support further replication of the project.
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